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SHOW SCHEDULE 

 

 

June 24 - June 26 
Vermont Quilt Festival 

105 Pearl Street 
Essex Junction VT 

05453 
 

July 21 - July 14 
Quilt Odyseey 

Hershey Lodge & 
Convention Center 

Hershey PA 
 

August 16 - August 
20 

Old Man River 
Quiltfest 

Vicksburg Convention 
Center 

Vicksburg MS  
 

September 8 - 
September 10 

Quilt Expo 
Alliant Energy Center 

Madison WI  
 

September 15 - 
September 18 

Pennsylvania National 
Quilt Extravaganza 

Oaks PA 

November 2 – 
November 9 

Houston Festival 

 

 
 

Welcome to the world of Heritage Soft Scrap and Grandma’s 

Attic. Grandma’s Attic celebrates our heritage. In this design 

booklet, we explore ways of combining old photos, period 

fabrics, historical documents, special mementos and special 

embellishments into a Heritage Soft Scrap. 

Heritage Soft Scrap is a great way to show case, preserve and 

document your family history and memorabilia. Dust off those 

old boxes and albums filled with photos and family mementos 

birth and marriage certificates, old letters, and report cards 

even old family recipes. 

The Design Booklet gives you step-by-step instructions to make 

the special Soft Scrap project. There are six layouts included. 

Your pictures and your imagination let you create a Soft Scrap 

the will save your family history. 

 

 
              

Summer Special 

25% off Grandma’s Attic or Restoring and Transferring 

Pictures Techniques Booklet 
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Old pictures are a wonderful source of material for any Soft Scrap. They bring back memories and highlight your heritage 

and family history. The clothes, the setting, the accessories all add their own charm. As you explore old pictures with 

your photo editing software, you will discover fascinating images hidden in time. 

 

By carefully using photo editing software you can get a finished product that looks significantly better than your original 

print, even if the original pictures are aged, discolored, scratched, torn, or blemished.  This Techniques Booklet will give 

you a step-by-step process for taking old pictures, transferring them to your computer, using photo-editing software to 

improve the quality, toning them (sepia tone is the most popular) and then printing the photos onto inkjet printable fabric. 

 

Hint 

One of the uses for EQ Printables that creates a lot of discussion at quilt shows is in restoring antique quilts.  Obviously 

with an old quilt you can’t go to your local quilt store and purchase matching replacement fabric.    This is where inkjet 

printable fabric comes in.  The process is simple: you scan in a good section of fabric and then print it on EQPrintables 

and use that fabric to restore the damaged block.  The best way is to scan the image into your computer, use photo 

editing software to adjust the color, then print it to your printer.  You can scan directly to the inkjet printable fabric without 

your computer but this will require a lot of trial and error. 

 

Scanning 

In the scanner dialogue window select 300 dpi at the original size.  This will give you a one to one relationship between 

the original fabric and the scanned image. 

 

Iron the original good section of fabric flat and place it on your scanner.  Try to get it as square with the scanner as you 

can.  Then do a quick “test scan or preview scan.”  One of the things you might see in the test scan are parallel lines 

going through the image.  These are called moiré lines and are caused by the interference between the fabric weave and 

the scanning pattern of your scanner.   The easiest way to get rid of the moiré lines is to rotate the fabric 90 degrees. 

You want to get the truest colors when you scan.  The lid of the scanner is white and if the electronics in the scanner see 

that white and your fabric, it could create a false color rendition.  If the fabric doesn’t cover the entire glass area of your 

scanner, then lay a piece of black paper over the fabric.  This will force the scanner to look at your fabric. 

Scan the fabric and again check the result then save the image as a jpeg labeled “REF”. (Reference) 

 

Adjusting the printed image. 

With EQPrintables, a test print on good quality paper (not photo paper, not recycled paper) will look very similar to the 

image you get on the printable.  Before you do anything with the image in your computer make a test print of the image 

you saved as “REF”.  I recommend always printing at best quality photo, plain paper. Mark this print as “REF”.  Now save 

the image again and name it “ADJ1” (Adjustment 1).  Using this approach, you can always go back to “REF” and start 

over.  In most cases you only want to adjust contrast and color saturation.  If you scanned the fabric as outlined above, 

you don’t need to adjust hue or tint. 

 

Make one adjustment at a time and do a test print on paper each time.  I generally adjust contrast first to insure the darks 

and lights of the print match the fabric.  Then I adjust color saturation.  Remember after each adjustment save the image 

with a new name (ADJ2 – ADJ3 etc.). 

 

Once the plain paper test matches the fabric, print it on the EQPrintable.  In many cases the printed image on the 

EQPrintable will look better than the original fabric.  To make it look more natural, let the printed fabric dry, remove the 

backing, and soak the fabric in water for about 5 minutes. Let it dry and you will be surprised by how closely it matches 

the original fabric. 
 

 

              

 

Only a Quilter’s family would put up with, understand and love a quilter!  


